Kandy Cottage ROAD MAP and DRIVING DIRECTIONS

Kandy Clock Tower to Kandy Cottage
Total driving distance: 2.1 km. (“veediya” is the Sinhalese term for “street”)
START “Central Clock Tower” in the city of Kandy. Drive 0.2 km on DALADA VEEDIYA in the direction
of “Cargills Supermarket”.
TURN LEFT on to KOTUGODELLA VEEDIYA (a one way street). It will be the second road to your left
on DALADA VEEDIYA, and Opposite from the “Cargills Supermarket”. Drive 0.6 km to the end of
KOTUGODELLA VEEDIYA.
TURN RIGHT on to KANDE VEEDIYA at the T junction which ends KOTUGODELLA VEEDIYA. Drive <
0.1km
TURN LEFT on to D.S. SENANAYAKE VEEDIYA at the first junction on KANDE VEEDIYA. You will
soon see “Trinity College” on your right. Drive 0.5 km. At the point the main road curves to the left is the
end of D.S. SENANAYAKA VEEDIYA (and beginning of KATUGASTOTA ROAD).
TURN RIGHT on to OLD MATALE ROAD (inclined upwards), at the end of D.S. SENANAYAKA
VEEDIYA. Do not bear left on to KATUGASTOTA ROAD. Drive < 0.1 km.
TURN RIGHT on to DHAMMADASSI MAWATHA. It is the first sharp elbow turn from OLD MATALE
ROAD, and is fairly narrow. Drive 0.4 km till you reach a junction with a large tree in the center.
PROCEED STRAIGHT at the junction for 100m, passing the Temple entrance, and passing “Ananda
Caterers”. The road may seem to fork: the rightward path inclined upwards and the leftward inclined very
slightly downwards.
PROCEED STRAIGHT on the leftward path, which is the main road, for about 50m. We are the first
house on your right. You will only see the black gate and garage door from the road.
HURRAY! You have now arrived at Kandy Cottage: 160 Lady Gordon Drive, Kandy, Sri Lanka.

Kandy Cottage

It’s not just a place, it’s a way of life…

